data reports C8-H8Á Á ÁCg1 contacts may also consolidate the stacking interaction, Cg1 is the centroid of the C1-C6 benzene ring.
Synthesis and crystallization
The title compound was synthesized by a one-pot hydration and reduction of 1-ethynyl-4,5-dimethyl-2-nitrobenzene with Fe/HCl, SnCl 2 or nickel boride and the isolation and characterization have been reported previously (Bosch & Jeffries, 2001) . Crystals suitable for X-ray data collection were obtained by slow evaporation of a dichloromethane solution.
Refinement
Crystal data, data collection and structure refinement details are summarized in Table 2 . Computer programs: SMART and SAINT (Bruker 2014) , SHELXT2014 (Sheldrick, 2015a) , SHELXL2017 (Sheldrick, 2015b ) and X-SEED (Barbour, 2001) . Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). 
Figure 1
The asymmetric unit of the title compound, showing the atom-numbering scheme. Displacement ellipsoids of non-H atoms are drawn at the 50% probability level and H atoms are shown as circles of arbitrary size. An intramolecular hydrogen bond is shown as a dashed line.
Figure 2
A view of a sheet comprising side-by-side packing of one-dimensional hydrogen-bonded ribbons of the title compound. Hydrogen bonds are shown as a dashed lines.
Figure 3
View along the a axis of the offset -stacked planes shown in Fig. 2 .
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Special details Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. 
